PROJECT UNITY

Chapter One

Project Unity is the result of more than 40 years of study and research that
redefines our perception of universe in relation to the form and function of
physical structure.
To begin we must consider the basic terms of reference we presently employ
in attempting to define universe and the principles involved.
We assume it possible to determine the exact speed of light, in relation to the
linear speed of light, whereby light is said to be in motion in the same
manner as a train, bus or plane. On top of this we further assume the speed
of light to represent a universal constant upon which we might base our
calculations concerning the energy of mass. Consequently such an
assumption not only restricts our minds to the confines of a box but keeps us
in the dark.
The first thing we need to realize is that there is no such thing as an absolute
second, meter or gram, which means that each and every second, each and
every meter and each and every gram is of a slightly different value. This
means that no two seconds are of the same absolute duration, no two meters
are of the same absolute length and no two grams of the same absolute
weight.
Therefore the greater the number of meters, seconds or grams involved in
our calculations the less accurate will be the evaluation. And in a similar
vain the more we attempt to define the accuracy of our calculations, in
relation to so many millionths of a second etc., the less certain is the
accuracy of our calculations.
So, when we say that the exact speed of light is 299,792,458 meters per
second based on the observation of light, traveling one meter in
1/299,792,458ths of a second, we should be saying that the approximate
speed of light is 299,792,458 meters per second, based on the assumption
that light travels in the same manner as a train or bus.
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For light to travel at 299,792,458 meters per second requires the light be in
motion independent of the field in which the light exists and for the light to
remain in linear motion relative to the system of reference.
Already we have a number of problems, as in order for any of this to make
any sense requires the universe to exist in a static state, whereby it might be
possible for the speed of light to remain constant. Also the value of the
second and the meter must be described in static terms describing their linear
values, which in itself suggests that the values are in fact identical, in that
each and every second is of an equal duration and each and every meter is of
the same exact length, which is quite impossible.
Even if we use one single meter rule to measure a length of 299,792,458
meters, we would still not know exactly how long 299,792,458 meters really
is, as there would be an accumulation of errors involved in our measuring.
So the very best we can do is to determine an approximation in relation to
the linearly assessed speed of light. Therefore there is some question as to
the accuracy of our assessment, which is hardly an exact value and is
certainly not an absolute value.
If all systems of Universe remain relative to each other, it would be
impossible for time, space or motion to be the same for any two systems, as
time, space and motion must be different for every system of Universe.
In other words, if time, space and motion remain relative to the system of
reference there would be a measurable difference in the time, space and
motion associated with each system of reference.
And if this is true, the speed of light would have to be different for every
system of reference, which includes each and every atom, every planet,
every moon and star etc.
Therefore it would seem somewhat absurd to say that the speed of light
remains constant, as the dynamic nature of Universe makes such a thing
quite impossible. Plus, the value of those terms of reference upon which the
speed of light is based must be changing due to the dynamic nature of
Universe, as well as being different for every system of reference.
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What we are suggesting by insisting that the speed of light remains constant
is that the speed of light can be determined on the basis of absolute values,
whereby the speed of light itself might also be considered absolute.
This leaves us in an absurd situation, as the exact constant speed of light
requires us to ignore the relative dynamic nature of Universe and accept the
idea of a static condition.
We know today that the Universe is in fact dynamic, which means that
change is constant. So if there is such a thing as a relativistic constant that
constant is change.
In other words, it is impossible to know the exact speed of light in terms of a
linear evaluation or a non-linear evaluation, as by the time we have made
our measurement the speed of light has already changed. And even if we
keep measuring the speed of light both day and night for many years we will
still not be any closer to determining the exact speed of light.
Certainly we could come up with an approximate average velocity, but that
is not what science is saying or even attempting to say. What scientists are
saying and attempting to achieve is to define the exact speed of light as a
constant value.
The importance of this point cannot be understated or underestimated,
because if we accept the idea of light speed representing an exact constant
value we have limited our ability to understand the very nature of Universe.
We will have shut the door on the possibility of any future progress in
understanding and or comprehension.
Our common terms of reference, such as meters, seconds and grams are
abstract inventions based on a linear perception of Universe, which
continues to provide handy terms of reference to those involved in the
various aspects of trade and commerce. But in relation to defining the
condition of Universe or the underlying condition of physical matter we
must find terms better suited to the task.
We have based our assessment of light speed on an underlying belief that
space and motion determine a duration of time, whereby we ascribe a certain
linear duration to the second, minute and hour etc.
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This in itself determines the Universe to be linearly structured, where it
would be possible on the basis of seconds and meters to determine the size
and age of Universe. Again this requires each second to be of an equal
duration and each meter to be of an equal length.
For example; if the Universe is thought to be 14 billion years old, we are
talking about a whole lot of seconds where no two seconds are of the same
exact duration and an even greater number of meters where no two meters
are of the same exact length, whereby it is thought possible to measure the
age of the Universe in seconds and the size in terms of so many meters from
here to there.
Now, the argument is that the measurements are made in terms of light years
or astronomical units, but in the final analysis we are still talking about
meters and seconds.
When someone makes the statement that the Universe is 14 billion years old
they are telling us something, which they want us to believe. The same is
true when someone says it is 14 billion light years from here to the perimeter
of the visible Universe. They want you to believe that they know what they
are talking about and for you to accept what they are saying as the truth or
something very close to the truth.
Then they tell you it took 14 billion years for the light from that distant
galaxy to reach the lens of their telescope, in that the light has been traveling
at a constant velocity, of 299,792,458 meters per second, for 14 billion years.
In this respect an astronomer shows us photographs taken of a distant galaxy
and assures us that this is a photograph of an event which occurred billions
of years ago. They want us to believe that it should be possible to take a
picture of something that happened billions of years ago, despite the fact that
we are not yet capable of taking a picture of something which happened last
week, unless of course the picture was taken last week.
They are in fact suggesting time and space are the same, in relation to a
certain linear distance being equivalent to a certain linear duration of time.
This of course is quite impossible as both the distance and the time are
dynamic considerations remaining relative to the system of reference, which
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in our case is planet Earth. Therefore the visible Universe exists as a
dynamic non-simultaneous condition in relation to a unified field of
frequency remaining relative to planet Earth.
We know today that the Universe is acceleratively expanding, where the
most distant galaxies are thought to be moving away from each other at
close to the speed of light. And as we know gravity decreases in proportion
to the square of the distance we can be quite certain that gravity at the
perimeter of the visible universe is negligible or virtually non-existent.
This would indicate that the accelerative expansion of universe will continue
to accelerate at an ever increasing rate.
From this it would be fair to ask what happens when the rate of expansion
reaches or exceeds the speed of light. What I hope would happen is that we
might question this perception of universe, as it would be impossible for a
galaxy to be in linear motion at the speed of light or in excess of the speed of
light. It’s simply not physically possible, yet there have already been
suggestions made to the effect that some distant galaxies are already moving
apart in excess of the speed of light.
It is only in the last 20 years that we have determined the expansion of
universe to be accelerating, as prior to this we had assumed the expansion to
be decelerating, How we could have considered the expansion to be
decelerative causes one to question the logic involved, as it would appear
that a decrease in gravity proportional to the square of the distance would
indicate the expansion to be accelerative.
Today we consider the accelerative expansion of Universe to have begun 5
billion years ago, as we still consider decelerative expansion to have been
occurring prior to this due to the balance of matter and dark energy existing
at the time, although no one is quite sure exactly what dark energy is.
And on the basis of all this we are told that it would be impossible for other
intelligent beings to travel to our planet Earth from the farthest reaches of
space, as they are restricted by the speed of light being 299,792,458 meters
per second. And in this respect they have already concluded that the speed
of light is the same regardless of one’s location or the direction in which one
is traveling.
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Of course we cannot get a linearly propelled space craft to travel at or even
close to the speed of light, but linear propulsion is hardly modern or close to
providing a solution to space travel. A push cart functions on the same basic
principles as our modern space craft.
Our situation at the present involves a problem of perception, as we perceive
the fundamental dimensions of Universe in terms of linear proportions,
which if left unchecked will continue to confine us to thinking in terms of
the present moment being more real than anything else or any other
consideration.
It is currently impossible to define the present moment in terms of an
absolute condition or anything remotely close to an absolute condition, as
the present moment has no defined boundaries corresponding to an absolute
condition.
The present moment is in continuous motion as a continuance of time, which
is itself accelerating relative to the system of reference. In other words time
is in motion, whereby it is impossible to accurately describe a three
dimensional space/time continuum other than as a static condition of space
and time, which was in fact the original idea.
This is a very odd situation, as we have yet to consider the possibility that
space and motion are the products of time, where time is in fact the
accelerating underlying force affecting the condition of space and motion
remaining relative to the system of reference.
Therefore we might realize that our linear based single unit measuring
imposes very definite limitations in respect to our understanding of Universe.
Consider the scientist who observes remote and distant galaxies through the
lens of the Hubble and assures us that the Universe is 14 billion years old,
whereby it is thought possible to take photos of events occurring billions of
years ago.
In order for this to be possible requires the time and space to be the same in
both directions and for the speed of light to remain constant for billions of
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years while maintaining an equal and constant linear velocity in both
directions.
In other words, it is thought that the light linearly traveling towards the lens
of the telescope is also linearly traveling in the opposite direction away from
the light source at the same exact speed while the universe acceleratively
expands.
If scientists simply stated that they had taken photographs of galaxies
located within the context of the relative condition of Universe remaining
relative to the lens of the Hubble, such a statement would be true and
accurate. But this is not what they have to say or would agree to say, as they
insist they can see the remote past of our Universe in relation to events
having occurred many billions of years ago.
Should it be determined that time slows isometrically from the core of our
planet to the far reaches of space, we would find that time was actually
stretched. This would suggest that our existing perception was in error, as
we are in fact confined to the non-simultaneous condition of Universe as it
exists relative to our system of reference.
In other words the Universe can only be viewed from where we are now and
not from where someone or something existed billions of years ago.
There is in fact no such thing as a light year, a hundred years, a million years
or a billions years, as such concepts are abstract inventions of the mind.
Time in the context of a linear duration is associated with social order and
has nothing to do with the dimensions or duration of Universe.
If time is stretched isometrically from the core of the Earth it would be
impossible to linearly travel through space in order to reach a distant galaxy
located at the visible perimeter of Universe, as from the perspective of all
concerned our space craft would never reach its destination.
The Universe is continually expanding at an accelerative rate of expansion
and our space craft is confined to the unified field of our Earth, which means
its linear progress away from the Earth will be slowed in proportion to the
square of the distance traveled.
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On top of this the space itself continues to be stretched in proportion to the
square of the distance, where the distant galaxy to which our space craft is
headed will be constantly moving away from our space craft. The further
our space craft linearly travels the greater will be distance between the space
craft and the distant galaxy.
If on the other hand our space craft was ordered to turn about and return to
Earth the distance in the direction of the new heading would suddenly begin
to contract in the direction of Earth. As the space craft progressed back
toward Earth both the linear duration of time and the linear distance would
contract in the direction of Earth. The return trip would be much shorter
than the outward voyage.
If we consider that the time, space and motion of Universe does not
correspond to our linear format we might realize that the Universe is nonlinearly structured in relation to the form and function involved.
This alone would allow us a whole new perspective of the situation, where
we would realize that our linear perception of Universe was sorely
inadequate and incapable of allowing for a realistic evaluation.
We would realize that our rockets or any other form of linear propulsion
were not going to serve us adequately in our attempt to explore space.
Certainly we can explore our solar field system with linear driven space craft,
but once beyond the limits of our solar field we are going to encounter a
serious problem, which already appears evident in relation to Pioneer 10 &
11.
To date we assume it is the gravity of the Sun which slows theses space craft
traveling in deep space, yet the gravity of the Sun decreases in proportion to
the square of the distance. If the gravity of the Sun decreases in proportion
to the square of the distance these space craft should not be slowing down.
It should be apparent that something else is affecting their progress, such as
the stretching of time and space, which would cause them to be slowed
relative to the Earth.
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This would suggest that the accelerative expansion of Universe is an effect
remaining relative to the system of reference.
If this is the case, we have no idea how old the Universe is. And in an equal
manner we have no idea how many meters it is to the perimeter of the visible
Universe. But this should hardly matter, as the Universe is not linearly
structured.
We should be considering the actual dynamics involved in order to gain an
accurate perspective of Universe. And once we have an accurate perspective
we will be in a better position to determine the best approach to space travel.
We should be attempting to develop a new science and new technology to
allow us to access Universe. This would not only allow us access to the
relative condition of Universe remaining relative to Earth, but access to
every condition of Universe in terms of the many different conditions of
Universe existing relative to all the other systems of reference.
There are many billions of billions of facets to Universe and each facet
represents a non-simultaneous condition remaining relative to a system of
reference. This would indicate an unlimited challenge in terms of the
potential benefits, as an unlimited reserve of energy and resources would
suddenly become available to us, which in turn would allow for the basic
needs of our global society.

Read more about Project Unity at www.gravitycontrol.org
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